The Knight’s Quarters
Table Topper Designed by Bethany Fuller of Grace’s Dowry Quilts
Featuring the Randolph Collection from Colonial Williamsburg
Size: 46” x 46”
The Knight’s Quarters
Table Topper Designed by Bethany Fuller
Featuring the Randolph Collection from Colonial

Size: 46” x 46”

Fabric Requirements:

Outer Border & Star Center (32282-1) - 1 1/2 yds
1st & 3rd Borders (32283-2) - 1 yd
Binding (32291-3) - 1/2 yd

Blocks:
(32285-1) and (32285-3) - 1/3 yd
(32287-2) - 5/8 yd
1/4 yds of - 32286-1, 32281-2, 32291-2, 32286-3, 32287-1, 32290-3
1/8 yds of - 32288-3, 32290-1
Backing - 3 yds

Cutting Instructions

Center Block

From blue floral (32282-1), cut:
4 – 4 1/2” LENGTHWISE strips for Outer Border. Set aside.
1 – 3 3/4” square for center of block

From tan (32288-3), cut:
1 – 2 7/8” strip; sub-cut into 2 – 2 7/8” squares, cut in half diagonally once.

From red (32285-2), cut:
1 – 2 7/8” strip; sub-cut into 4 – 2 7/8” squares, cut in half diagonally once.

From brown (32286-3) cut:
1 – 3 3/4” strip; sub-cut into 4 – 3 1/4” squares. Save remaining strip for Border 2.

From tan with blue print (32290-1) cut:
1 – 2 7/8” strip; sub-cut into 8 – 2 7/8” squares, cut in half diagonally once.
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From pink (32287-2) cut:
1 - 4 7/8" strip; sub-cut into 2 - 4 7/8" squares, cut in half diagonally once.

From dark blue (32285-1) cut:
1 - 2 1/2" strip; sub-cut into 4 - 2 1/2" squares. Save remaining strip for Border 4.

Make 1 -
Make 4 -
Make 4 -

Blocks should be 4 1/2" unfinished. Trim if necessary.

Piece sections together to complete center block. Press seams open.

1st Border

From stripe, fussy cut 2 - lengthwise strips at 2 1/2", centering the small stripe.

Cut into 4 - 18" sections. Sew to center block, mitering corners using your preferred method.

2nd Border

From red (32285-2) cut 4 - 1 1/2" strips.
From tan w/brown print (32290-3) cut 4 - 1 1/2" strips.

Sew into 4 strips sets, one strip of each and press toward the red. Sub-cut into 80 - 1 1/2" segments.
Make 40 - Four Patch units.

From blue (32287-1) cut:
2 - 2 7/8" strips; sub-cut into 20 - 2 7/8" squares.

From brown (32286-3) cut:
1 - 2 7/8" strip; sub-cut into 14 - 2 7/8" squares. Cut remaining brown strip from center block into 6 - 2 7/8" squares for a total of 20.

Draw a line diagonally on the wrong side of the brown squares. Pair with a blue square, sew 1/4" on both sides of the drawn line. Cut on drawn line and press toward the brown. Make 40 Half Square Triangle units that are 2 1/2" unfinished.

Sew units together to make 20 blocks.

Make 2 rows of 4 blocks.
Make 2 rows of 6 blocks, using the quilt diagram for placement.
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3rd Border

Fussy cut 4 strips at 3 ¼”, centering the large stripe.

Attach to quilt center, mitering corners.

4th Border

From dark blue (32285-1) cut 3 – 2” strips.
From medium blue (32286-1) cut 3 – 2” strips.
From light with red print (32281-2) cut 3 – 2” strips.

Sew into 3 strip sets: medium blue – light w/red print – dark blue
Sub-cut into 56 – 2” segments. Set aside 8 of these segments.

From pink (32287-2) cut 4 – 2 ⅝” strips; sub-cut into 52 – 2 ⅝” squares. Cut in half once diagonally.

Sew a triangle to both ends of the 48 segments from above.

From dark blue (32285-1) cut 4 – 3 ⅛” squares. Cut in half diagonally twice.
From pink (32287-2) cut 2 – 3 ⅛” squares. Cut in half diagonally twice.

Remove the dark blue square from the end of each of the 8 remaining segments. Replace with a dark blue triangle.

Sew a dark blue and a pink triangle together to make corner units. Make 8.

Piece borders together in diagonal rows, 12 full segments, 2 segments with blue triangle and 2 corner units.

From light red stripe (32291-2) cut 4 – 4 ¼” squares for corners.

Add pieced borders and cornerstones to quilt.

Outer Border

Measure center of quilt well and cut 2 side borders accordingly. This should be somewhere near 38 ¾”. Add to quilt. Measure again for top and bottom borders and add. This should be somewhere near 46”.

Quilt, bind and enjoy!

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download this and other Free Projects
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